
Scan.

Snap.

Send.
Instantly sorts, sizes, and loads your 
photos wirelessly for easy sharing 
with customers and carriers. 

Easy-to-use, ruggedized digital 
camera makes documenting 
damage and repairs a snap.

FastPhoto’s bar code technology 
automatically links your photos 
to your repair order or estimate.

Mitchell  RepairCenter™ 
FastPhoto Manager

Save TiMe 
Automatically sort, size, organize, load, and link your photos to 
repair orders and estimates - eliminating time consuming manual 
processes.

Save Money 
Visually capture all damage information, including supplement, pre-
existing and misplaced items, to include in claims documentation. 

aCCeleRaTe youR PhoTo ManageMenT PRoCeSS 
RepairCenter FastPhoto Manager helps you save time by 
automatically linking vehicle photos to the correct repair order 
or estimate. With the simple click of a button on the camera 
you can organize all of your vehicle photos. As the industry’s 
first photo management tool to be seamlessly integrated within 
the RepairCenter Shop solution and other popular business 
management systems, FastPhoto Manager is easy- to- use with any 
of the tools you’ve chosen to help run your business.

With the system’s built-in bar code reader 
and wireless transfer capability, your team 
can dramatically speed up vehicle intake 
procedures and even process multiple 
vehicles simultaneously without having to 
shuffle paperwork and interrupt workflow. 
If you have multiple locations, you can view 
photos from all facilities at one central 
location—imagine the convenience of having 
access to all your photos in one place.

advanced Photo Management System
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Leading-Edge Features Empowering Benefits

Accurately assess damage 
through comprehensive photo 
documentation

Increase your accuracy in writing estimates by capturing all existing and supplement 
damage information to fully document estimate dollars associated with the claim. 
Improved visual documentation of every vehicle in your shop also helps you reduce 
misplaced items and pre-existing damage claims.

Document repair status with 
built-in stage tags

The FastPhoto camera provides optional pre-programmed stages that will document 
and time-stamp photos throughout all stages of work, from intake to delivery. 
This ensures quick access to images for on-the-spot proof of work and vehicle 
condition documentation ready to share with insurance partners, parts suppliers 
and customers. The system automatically creates two copies of every photo: one for 
you to view and analyze and another that’s already sized and easily sent to insurance 
carriers. 

Instantly transfer photos through 
secure, wireless technology

Transferring digital photos from the camera is as easy as point and shoot ... just hit 
the “submit” button on the camera and the photos will be sorted and linked to the 
correct repair order or estimate. The ruggedized FastPhoto camera is designed to 
survive the hazards of the shop environment and is simple to use—employees can be 
trained in minutes. And all photos are backed up daily in the Mitchell data center so 
the images are always secured and available to you.

whAt rEpAIrcEntEr cLIEnts ArE sAyIng:

“Prior to FastPhoto, we had to organize photos manually and take the time to move them over one file at a time. 
Now we can take hundreds of photos of the car and instantly sort them into the correct repair order or estimate. 
And I can view photos from all my shops at one central location, which is much more efficient.”

—Avalon Collision Center, Rancho Cucamonga, CA

At-a-glance:
Inside repaircenter Fastphoto Manager

Mitchell  RepairCenter™ 
Profit at work.

For more information about Fastphoto Manager and to schedule a free online demonstration:

Call: 800.238.9111 

Visit: www.mitchellrepaircenter.com/fast

Email: RepairCenterinfo@mitchell.com


